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Heading of Judgment in original suit/ case

In the original court of the Munsiff No. 4, Kamrup, Guwahati 

Present :- Mrs. Achma Rahman, AJS

Dated :- Thursday the 18th October, 2012

TITLE SUIT NO. :- 558-09

    

                                          Sri Arup Kr Nath
                                                                                   ….Plaintiff /Petitioner
                                          Sri Mridul Kumar Nath.

Versus

                                           Sri Sankar Chakraborty.

                                           Sri Rajib Chakrabarty.

.

This suit/ case coming on for final hearing on 03.10.12 in the 

presence of:-

Sri Anjan Kr. Nath, Advocate for the plaintiffs

 And  Smti Pranjali Das, Smti Lakhmi Rani Dey,Advocate for 

the defendants 

And  having  stood  for  consideration  to  this  day,  the  court 

delivered the following judgment. 



JUDGEMENT

The plaintiff has instituted this suit for declaration of right, title 

and interest of the plaintiff and for recovery of khas possession and 

for permanent injunction. 

          Plaintiffs case in brief is that plaintiffs are the absolute owners 

and possessors of a plot of land measuring 15 lechas covered by dag 

no  337 of  patta  no 29  of  village  jyotikuchi  ,Mouza-  Beltola  in  the 

district  of  Kamrup,Assam. It  is stated  that mother of the plaintiff 

Late  Bidyabati  nath  purchased  a  plot  of  land  measuring  1  bigha 

covered  by dag No 337 of  patta  no 29 in the year  1985 and after 

purchasing  the  said  plot  of  land,  the  name  of  the  mother  of  the 

plaintiff has been entered in the revenue records. Thereafter in the 

year 2003, the mother of the plaintiffs sold 2 katha of land to her four 

brothers  i.e  Sri  Sankar  Chakrabarty,  Sri  Rajib  Chakrabarty,  Sri 

Subrata  Chakraborty   and Sri  Ranjit  Chakraborty.  It  is  stated that 

again in the year 2005, mother of the plaintiff sold 1 katha 15 lechas of 

land to three different persons and all of them took possession over 

the lands. It is stated that plaintiff, with the permission of his mother 

and plaintiff no 2, started to construct a residential house comprising 

of 8 rooms but in the mean time mother of the plaintiffs died. Plaintiff 

stated that the defendants started to create disturbance regarding the 

peaceful  possession  of  the  plaintiff,  alleging  that  plaintiff  has  not 

delivered them possession of their respective plots of land. It is stated 

that plaintiff No 1, a bachelor, used to reside in the said house but on 

22-11-09,  taking  advantage  of  absence  of  plaintiff,  defendants 

forcefully occupied a portion of a schedule land and had constructed 

small Chali house to show their wrongful possession. It is stated that 

on  being  asked  by  the  plaintiff  to  remove  the  said  ekchali  house 

defendant threatened him of dire consequence. It is stated that, again 
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on 13.12.09 the defendants came  and  threatened to dispossess him 

not only from the house standing over the schedule A land but also 

from the  entire schedule A land and as such the instant suit.

           Defendants filed written objection denying and challenging the 

claims of the plaintiff  and further stated that question of raising a 

small  house  in  the  suit  land,  by  the  defendants,  does  not  arise 

because the defendants have already been residing in the dwelling 

houses standing over the suit land and they are the rightful owner 

and  possessor  of  the  suit  land  and  as  such  prayer  is  made  for 

dismissal of the suit.       

My ld predecessor had framed the following issues :-

                                      ISSUES

1. Whether  the  suit  is  maintainable  in  its  present  form and 
manner?

2. Whether there is cause of action for the suit?

3. Whether  the  plaintiff  have  right,  title  and interest  over  the 
schedule ‘A’ land ?

3(A).  Whether  the  defendants  have  dispossessed  the  plaintiff 
from schedule B land?

       3(B). whether the plaintiff are entitled to the decree as prayed 
for ?

4. To what other  relief /reliefs the parties are entitled ?

Plaintiff in support of his case examined the following witness :-

           PW 1 :- Sri Arup Kr Nath.        

            
  Plaintiff exhibited the following documents:-

             Ext 1:- Certified Copy of the sale deed.
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              Ext 2:- Certified copy of order of mutation.

               Ext 3:-Certified copy of jamabandi.

                Ext 4:-Revenue paying receipts.

                Ext5:- Certificate issued by the office of the Beltola mouza.

               Ext 6:- Death Certificate.  

                 
   Defendant adduced the following witnesses:-

   DW1- Sri Sankar Chakraborty.

    DW2:- Sri Rajib Chakrabarty.

    DW3:-Sri Dulal Mandal.     

    DW4:- Sri Debojit Sarkar.

Defendants exhibited the following documents:-

Ext A:-sale deed of Sankar Chakrabarty.

Ext B: Photostate Copy of revenue paying receipts.

Ext C:- Certified Copy of katcha patta.

Ext D :- Photostat copy of Khiraj Periodic patta.

 Ext E :- Photostat Copy of mutation certificate.

 Ext F :- Photostat Copy of letter.

 Ext G :-GMC Tax paying receipts.

 Heard Ld counsel of both the sides. I have also gone through the 

written argument of the defendants.

 DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF :- 

ISSUE NO 1 :- 

    Defendant in their W.S pleaded that the suit is not maintainable in 

its  present  form  but  the  defendant  failed  to  produce  any 

documentary or oral evidence in support of their contention.    Mere 
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pleading is not sufficient to prove an assertion but it is required to be 

supported with documentary as well as oral evidence. After going 

through  the  available  materials  on  record,  I  have  not  found  any 

materials supporting the issues.

       Issue No 1 is, thus, decided in favour of the plaintiff.

Issue no 2

It is stated in the plaint that plaintiffs are the absolute owners and 

possessors of a plot of land measuring 15 lechas covered by dag no 

337 of patta no 29 of village jyotikuchi ,Mouza- Beltola in the district 

of  Kamrup,Assam.  It  is  stated   that  mother  of  the  plaintiff  Late 

Bidyabati nath purchased a plot of land measuring 1 bigha covered 

by dag No 337 of patta no 29 in the year 1985 and after purchasing 

the  said  plot  of  land the  name of  the  mother  of  the  plaintiff  was 

entered  in  the  revenue  records.  Thereafter  in  the  year  2003,  the 

mother of the plaintiffs sold 2 katha of the land to her four brothers 

i.e  Sri  sankar  Chakrabarty,Sri  Rajib  Chakrabarty,  Sri  Subrata 

Chakraborty  and Sri Ranjit Chakraborty. It is stated that again in the 

year 2005 mother of the plaintiff  sold 1 katha 15 lechas of land to 

three  different  persons  and  all  of  them  took  possession  over  the 

lands. It is stated that plaintiff, with the permission of his mother and 

plaintiff no 2, started to construct a residential house comprising of 8 

rooms but in the mean time mother of the plaintiffs died. Plaintiff 

stated  that  the  defendants  started  to  create  disturbance  in  the 

peaceful  possession  of  the  plaintiff  ,alleging  that  plaintiff  has  not 

delivered them possession of their respective plots of land. It is stated 

that plaintiff No 1, a bachelor, used to reside in the said house but on 

22.11.09  taking  advantage  of  absence  of  plaintiff,  defendants 

forcefully occupied a portion of a schedule land and had constructed 

small  Challi  house  to  show their  wrongful  possession.  It  is  stated 
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that, on being asked by the plaintiff to remove the said ekchali house, 

defendant threatened him of dire consequence. It is stated that again 

on 13.12.09 the defendants came and threatened to dispossess him 

not  only  from  the  house  standing  over  the  schedule  B  land  and 

forcefully  obtained  signature  in  a  blank  stamp  paper   but  also 

threatened them to dispossess  from the  entire schedule A land.

    From  the  above  averments  made  in  the  plaint  I  am  of  the 

considered opinion that a bundle of facts have arisen between the 

parties which are in dispute and the same requires adjudication and 

as such I am of the considered opinion that there is cause of action for 

the suit.

ISSUE NO 3 and 3(A):-

      PW1, in his evidence,  stated that mother of the plaintiff  was 

absolute owner of 1 bigha of land covered by dag no 337 and patta no 

29 of  village  Jyotikuchi,  Mouza  Beltola   in the district  of  Kamrup 

,Assam and, accordingly,  her name was mutated over that plot  of 

land.  The sale deed ,mutation order and jamabandi are exhibited as 

ext 1,2 and 3 respctively.  It  is stated that she was paying the land 

revenue in respect of the land and land revenue paying receipts are 

exhibited as ext 4. It  is stated that, thereafter in the year 2003, the 

mother of the plaintiffs sold 2 katha of the land to her four brothers 

i.e Sri Sankar Chakrabarty ,the defendant no 1 ,Sri Rajib Chakrabarty 

the  defendant  no  2,  Sri  Subrata  Chakraborty   and  Sri  Ranjit 

Chakraborty. It is stated that, again in the year 2005, mother of the 

plaintiff sold 1 katha 15 lechas of land to three different persons and 

all of them took possession over the lands. It is stated that plaintiff, 

with  the  permission  of  his  mother  and  plaintiff  no  2,  started  to 

construct a residential house comprising of 8 rooms in the schedule A 
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land comprising of 15 lechas,  but  in the mean time mother of  the 

plaintiffs died.

      During cross-examination he stated that  suit  land is  not  yet 

mutated  in  his  name  and  that  he  has  not  obtained  NOC  from 

concerned Office while constructing the house.

       DW1, in his evidence, stated that they have purchased their 

respective shares of land vide registered sale deed i.e the ext A(1) and 

Ext A(2). It is stated that on the date of execution of the sale deed they 

were given possession of their respective shares and the question of 

dispossession of  the plaintiff  from portion of  the schedule  A land 

does not arise, as plaintiff does not have any possession over the said 

land and that  they are  paying Municipal  Taxes for  the residential 

house standing over their land.

  During cross-examination he stated that he took possession of his 

land  on  the  date  of  execution  of  the  sale  deed and  no  any  other 

person was present at the time of delivery. He further stated that he 

had not filed any document to show that the suit land and the land 

purchased by him are the same plot of land. He further stated that 

before purchasing the land from the mother of the plaintiff they were 

residing  at  A.K  Azad  Road  ,Rihabari,  Guwahati  and  the  land 

purchased by them is situated at jyotikuchi, Thopolia. He admitted 

that in Ext G his address is shown as Azad Road and holding No as 

6171 but dag no is not shown as 337 and that Ext G is not the tax 

paying  documents  in  respect  of  the  land  purchased  by  them  in 

Jyotikuchi.

     He further stated that Ext D is not issued in respect of the land 

possessed  by  him.  He  further  stated  that  he  does  not  know  if 

Bidyabati Nath has 15 lechas of land in dag no 337 and that he does 

not know the schedule of land mentioned in the plaint.
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        DW2, in his cross examination,  stated that there is no holding no 

of the house constructed by them in the suit land and that there is no 

electricity connection in their house.

     DW4, Debojit Sarkar, an independent witness stated that he does 

not know if the suit land and the land purchased by the defendants 

are  two  different  plots  of  land  and  that  the  dispute  between  the 

parties  arose  on the ground that  defendants  are  not  delivered the 

quantity of land purchased by them. It is also stated by him that there 

is  a  house  of  the  plaintiff   behind  the  defendants  land  and  the 

defendants used to reside in the house constructed by the plaintiffs 

and have also raised covered the house temporarily with tin roof.

Dw3 Dulal Mandal in his evidence stated that he does not know if the 

suit land and the land purchased by the defendants are same plot of 

land.

                         From the above discussion it is seen that:-

         Plaintiffs mother was admittedly owner of 1 Bigha of land of 

dag  no  337  patta  no  29  situated  at  Jyotikuchi  Dhopolia  and  she 

subsequently  sold  some  portion  of  land  to  different  persons 

including the defendants.  Admittedly vide sale deed Ext A(1) and 

A(2)  20 lechas of land was sold to the defendants .

     As per plaintiff they constructed one house over A schedule land 

measuring  15  lechas  which  is  their  land  but  as  per  defendants  , 

schedule A land is the land purchased by them.

     From the aforesaid available oral and documentary evidence on 

record the following conclusion can be arrived at :-

(a) The  boundary  of  the  suit  land  does  not  tally  to  that  of  the 

boundary given in the sale deeds no 6301/03 and 6303/03.
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(b) The defendants took possession of their respective plots of land 

immediately after execution of sale deeds referred above.

(c) Evidence  reveals  that  the  plaintiff  constructed  the house  after 

2005 and such evidence of the plaintiff remains unrebutted. 

(d)Evidence  reveals  that  the  plaintiff  was  having  one  residential 

house  behind  the  land  of  the  defendants  and  the  defendants 

used to stay in the house constructed by the plaintiff.

(e)  It also reveals that there was a dispute between the parties and 

the defendants had grievances that they had not got possession 

of their purchased land and as such there is greater probability 

to believe the evidence of the plaintiff side that the defendant 

took forceful possession of a part of schedule A land i.e schedule 

B land.

(f) The evidence on record does not reveal that the land purchased 

by the defendants vide sale deed no 6301/03 and 6303/03 falls 

within the suit land.

(g) From the documentary evidence it reveals that the plaintiff is 

still having right , title and interest in respect of the suit land.

       From the above discussion I am of the considered opinion that 

the plaintiff is having right , title and interest in respect of schedule A 

land and that the defendants dispossessed the plaintiff from schedule 

B land which is a part of schedule A land.

   Issue No 3 and 3 (A) are decided are decided accordingly in favor 

of the plaintiff.
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ISSUE NO 3(B) and 4 :-

     In view of the decisions arrived in the aforesaid issues, I am of the 

considered  opinion  that  plaintiff  is  entitled  to  the  decree  of 

declaration of right ,title and interest  of  schedule A plot of land and 

is entitled to recovery of possession of B schedule land by evicting 

the  defendants,  their  men,  workmen ,representatives   and  is  also 

entitled for permanent injunction as prayed. That apart, I am of the 

opinion that the plaintiff are also entitled to the cost of the suit.

    Issue No 3(B) and 4 are,  accordingly,  decided in favour of the 

plaintiff.

                                                    ORDER

         In view of the above discussions and decisions, the suit of the 

plaintiff is decreed on contest with cost. 

     Right ,title and interest  of the plaintiff, in respect of schedule A 

plot of land, is decreed. 

       It is further decreed for recovery of possession of B schedule land 

by  evicting  the  defendants,  their  men,  workmen,  agents, 

representatives.  

          Permanent  injunction  against  the defendants,  their  men, 

workmen, agents, representatives etc., from disturbing the peaceful 

possession of the plaintiff over the schedule A land is decreed.  

          Prepare the decree accordingly. 

                     Given under the hand and seal of this court on this the 

18th day of October, 2012 at Kamrup, Guwahati. 

                                                           Munsiff No. 4, Kamrup, Guwahati
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APPENDIX

1.Witness for the plaintiff :-

                      PW 1 :- Sri Arup Kr Nath.        

2. Witness for the defendant:- 

                      DW1- Sri Sankar Chakraborty.

    DW2:- Sri Rajib Chakrabarty.

    DW3:-Sri Dulal Mandal.     

    DW4:- Sri Debojit Sarkar.

3.    Exhibits for the plaintiff :- 

             Ext 1:- Certified Copy of the sale deed.

              Ext 2:- Certified copy of order of mutation.

               Ext 3:-Certified copy of jamabandi.

                Ext 4:-Revenue paying Receipts.

                Ext5:- Certificate issued by the office of the Beltola mouza.

               Ext 6:- Death Certificate.  

4. Exhibits for the defendant

              Ext A:-Sale deed of Sankar Chakrabarty.

              Ext B: Photostate Copy of revenue paying receipts.

              Ext C:- Certified Copy of katcha patta.

              Ext D :- Photostat copy of Khiraj Periodic patta.

              Ext E :- Photostat Copy of mutation certificate.

               Ext F :- Photostat Copy of letter.

               Ext G :- GMC Tax paying receipts.

                                                          Munsiff No. 4, Kamrup, Guwahati
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